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_" _"'_ Experience and tests with 4 "generations" of head up -_
_displays is reported. The CV 191, based on fighter aircraft _
gunsights and tested in 1964, was replaced by the CV 193, with _
several improvements, but pilots disliked the large amount of '_
data presented and inability to see data and ground at the i_
same time. The CV 193 V incorporates the Velocity Vector :)
reference mark, eliminates much other data, clusters the rest _
in a small area of the visual field and is seen together wltk
the outside landscape. Two new head up displays will begin I _
testing soon: the CV 91 presents only Velocity Vector and _
total angle of descent data, used when runway and horizon are
visible; TC 121 displays an outline of the runway and can be
used in visual and instrument approaches.
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EXPERIMENTAL TESTING OF FLIGHT CONTROL HEAD UP DISPLAYS
M• BerJal
Air France
Our interest in head up displays goes back to 1964 and, in /1033"
1965, we went ahead with the first tests, in a simulator equipped 4
with a CSF 190 head up display, derived from the gunsights in-
stalled in fighter aircraft• In this same period, the flight
• test center (CEV) began a series of tests with the first civilian
equipment, the CSF 191•
I shall begin with these first experiments, because it is
as a consequence of and as a complement to this work, with which,
moreover, we have largely been associated, that tests were undcr-
taken at Air France Besides, this head up display can be called•
the "classical" type, from which those which we have tested on
line, the CSF 193 series, are directly descended.
Purpose of Tests
The established purpose was to test whether a head up flight
control system was capable of helping in the re_olution of the
problems raised by lowering of the minimums and by "all weather
landing." It had to allow: _
Improvement in the precision Of manual flight control,
or
Monitoring of the approach carried out by an automatic
system, ,_
And, in any case, improve the instrument to visual
transition of flight control, because, on the one hand, the eye
was already accommodated1_o infinity and, on the other hand, the :!
pilot was already looking in the direction in which the runway
should appear.
Installation
i The CFS 191 head up flight display was installed in a
Caravelle 02 in the copilot position, during installation of the
ATT Sud-Lear system. This head up display could also receive
! guidance, approach and landing information from the ATT set.
_ ,_,,_
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The head up display head has servomechanisms, reticules ad- /1034
Justed to infinity and the following colors:
An orange aircraft model;
White flight director;
Red deviation location or heading indicator;
_ _Grg_en horizon _etlcule, composed of a horizon line,
roll r__fer_n_e marks and a 5° position reference mark (sen-
sitivity 1/2);
Orange speed scale;
In addition, four signal lamps colored green, amber,
blue and red can appear, which correspond to difference sequences
of action.
We present there, in color and head up, an instrument panel
with all its classical flight control instruments.
Control knobs permit the display of a longitudinal position, _
with or without drift display operating mechanism and regulation -_
of the semi-reflecting mirror.
Results
The representation is well adjusted, particularly the flight
director set and the aircraft model.
Despite the number of parameters, utilization of colored
• ferrule%permits good differentiation of them.
The performance obtained is very good.i
i All the pilots readily passed through the catagory II slots iat i00 feet (15 wA in location, 65 _A glide) and, fter brief
I practice, the performance is equivalent to that of a modern auto-matic pilot using the same calculator.
On the other hand, assistance in the transition did not
i become clearly evident.
The horizon pitch sensitivity was discussed for a long time /10B5
! After initial favorable conclusions of a 1/2 sensitivity following
_ the 1965 tests, it was finally directed towards a 1/1 sensitivity,
which now appears as the onl_ possibility, since the entire inter-
est of the head up display is precisely in its capacity of pre-
serving the actual angles and of permitting agreement between the
i instrument data and the information furnished ooservation of
by
the outside world.
i '
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Air France Experiments
Following these tests and others, which were carried out
at CEV in 1968 and in which Air France participated, it was
decided to conduce a series of experiments at the Company.
It began in 1969, on a model derived from the preceding
one, the CSF 193. The objectives were the following:
I. To make sure that the good results obtained at
CEV, in a C_ravelle equipped with ATT Sud-Lear, were not due
essentially to the quality of the information source; to also
make sure that, with the standard equipment of our Caravelle,
of the Z5 Calculator in particular, it was possible to satisfy _
the certification conditions of a category II approach in the
manual mode; this installation would have represented about
half the cost of installation of the ATT Sud-Lear;
4
2. To evaluate the ease of use of this equipment under
on-line working conditions and to attempt to define the optimum
representation; to analyze the operating costs and to determine
a distribution of the onboard tasks, with account taken of tne
fact that installation of only one head up display in the left _
set was considered a priori.
Installation
This head up display is a clearly improved version of the
CSF 191:
i The space occupied is reduced;
Installation at the ceiling is done without modifying
_he instrument panel;
The visual field is improved, which permits normal _
head movements;
The sensitivity of the artificial horizon is definitely
i/i;
A rate of climb indicator and a roll indicator were
added.
After several flights, the required techniques for different
settings, in particular, for adjustment of the sensitivity of the
flight director, on-line experiments began in December 1969.
i In the first phase, only 30 pilots participated in these /1036r experimen s, each one having received a briefing and carried out - ::
I an average of 3 approaches during technical adjustment flights. :
f_
° i
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Results
Three hundred ILS approaches were recorded during regular
flights over terra&n equippedtwlth good ILS, not necessarily of
category II:
The results confirmed those obtained at CEV.
At the 99_ confidence level, in 95% of the cases, the
deviations were with&n the following limits:
In location, between -8 NA and + 13 _A (-6.5 m, +I0 m);
In glide, between -43 _A and + 58 _A (-2.1 m, + 3 m),
values largely inside the category II slots (± 15 _A in location
and + 65 BA in glide)
Certification of the equipment for category II approaches
in the manual mode, moreover, were released by the administration
on 15 October 1970. :_
It also was confirmed that, with a given source of information, _
a better presentation of the parameters and a greater sensitivity _I
improve guidance precision. C].earer confirmation that the series
of recordings of ILS approaches in another Caravelle, using the
standard instrument panel (Sperry Horizon HZ4 and the same Z5
calculator) occurred in parallel, and it caused a much greater
dispersion.
L
So much for the figures. But what did the pilots think of
it? A number of observations were made, of which here are the
princip&l ones:
1. With the present head up display, such a large
number of parameters that it is difficult to grasp them all; in _i
particular, the vertical speed, rate of climb and altitude scales
are difficult to read and interpret;
2. A feeling of isolation is experienced, a kind of
tunnel effect, which makes the pilot feel no longer integrated
with the rest of the crew and is cut off from other information
than that supplied by the head up display; this feeling fades :_
and disappears after 5 to i0 approaches;
J
3. The unaccustomed sensitivity of the information is /1037
a bit bewildering at the beginning and it gives the pilot the
impression that he has a clashing flight control; in fact, the
recordings show that the actions on the controls remain slight
and the comfort Gf flight control is perfectly normal;
4. The forms of the model and cf the flight director,
i permitting them to be maintained in _ _fect agreement, are
unsnlmouslyappreciated; the color di_ .ay of the reticules is
considered necessary to permit good identification of them;
4
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_ 5. The space occupied by the head up display in the
___ cockpit and its position close to the pilot!s head causes someR inconvenience, the rubber protection:appears to be a bit il-
lusory in the case of a large impact; on the other had, it is
satisfying to know'that the mirror, necessarily close enough to
the face to provide an adequate field, i-$_r_cted by a smaller
impact;
6. Utilization of the position scale as a slope scale,
due to its I/i sensitivity, has not been o_ the interest it ought
to be, because of the poor quality of the vertical provided by !
the gyroscopes; in fact, one must not think of measuring an ap-
proach slope on the order of 3° to about I or 2°...
7. The large number of parameters which occupies the
visual field interferes with seeing the runway during landing, _
with the result that numerous pilots were led to retract the
mirror.
In fact, another phenomenon was brought out, and the problems
of IMC-VMC transition, which it seemed ought to be solved with the
use of any head up display, is not automatic for many. Although
by hindsigh_ the pilot does not see the outside world, because all
his attention is required by visual scanning of various parameters
presented as though on a classical instrument panel, their inter-
pretatlon and the flight control actions which flow from it. It
is flight control entirely by instruments and outside perception
is useless, indeed, it interferes in this flight control loop;
besides, the brain eliminates it. When the runway has been visible
for a long time by a pilot not at the controls, the pilot using
i the head up display has to make an effort to see it, as if he
needed to accomodate, which has made some say that the information/1038
does not appear to be adjusted to infinity. It is incapable of
integrating a simultaneous perception of the outside world and
i the instrument readings.
i If a balance is struck at this stage of the experiments, itcan be s id that, while the numbers peak in favor of the head up
display (incontestably greater flight control precision), the
device only finds a moderate welcome by the pilots. On the one
hand, it involves too great a number of parameters and, on the
i other hand, these are simply projected onto the outside world,without being integrated there. Only the properties connected
with the great sensitivity permitted are used and, if its instal-
lation in old aircraft by "retrofit" is considered, to permit
lowering of their minima to category If, it does not seem to give
an ideal presentation or to be the optimum solution in future
aircraft.
CSF 193 V Head Up Display
These evaluations were assumed to be ended on the Caravelle,
5
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at the time Chief Engineer Klopstein of STA tested a flight control
technique based on a new piece of data called the "velocity vector."
This concerned the "&Ir velocity vector," flight path and aircraft
support information at the same time, obtained from the incidence
sensor. Moreover, contrary to a well establish idea of the inac-
curacy of incidence sermor_ the sensma-S currently installed on air-
craft have a fully sufficient accuracy, from 1/5 to 1/10 of a 4
degree. Their correctly filtered signal, corrected by the factor _.
k=local sansor incidence/fuselage incidence, can be used directly. _
The air velocity vector, which indicates the direction of
aerodynamic fl6w, thus the air flight path of the aircraft, can
only be used together with observation of reference marks connected :
to the outside environment.
The most appropriate means of presentation is, therefore, 4
a head up visual display. The pilot sees the end of the velocity
vector, in the form of a bright reference mark moving over the
landscape and indicating the touchdo_n point of the flight path.
Any action on the stick, of a magnitude which modifies the vertical °
aircraft fligl_t path, causes displacement of the end of this
flight path, i.e., the bright reference mark, over the landscape. /1039 -_
It is enough for the pilot, with the stick, to place and hold the
end of the velocity vector on the exterior point where he wishes
to see his flight path end (on the horizon in horizonal flight,
on the approach end of the runway in the approach).
On the other hand, for a given configuration, flight con-
ditions which ensure the same margin of safety with respect to
the stalling speed is, whatever the weight of the aircraft and
i the load factor, characterized by a given angle of attack. For
example, aboard a Caravelle in full flight configuration, anv approach speed which is 30% greater than the stalling speed cor-
responds to an angle of attack of 4°2 '. Also, if a reference
point is marked at this angular value below the model, which it-
self represents the axis of the fuselage, it is sufficient to
maintain the W opposite this reference mark to be at a good an_le
of attack, i.e., at a good speed. This steadiness of speed ob-
viously occurs by means of the throttle.
There is a second way of placing a reference mark at a fixed
_, angular distance from the model. This is to shift towards the
_ bottom of the model itself by this amount, the position of them del which indicates the aircraft position actual being of no
interest in flight control. This presentation likewise is more
elaborate. In fact, if an aircraft, descending at a given slope,
characterized by a fixed position of the W reticule for example,the
approach end of the runway, which is held by action on the controls,
a continuous decrease in speed is characterized by a more and more
nose up position of the aircraft. The model, first below the
velocity vector when the speed is too high, will move opposite
the VV at a good approach speed and will go above, when the speed
6
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becomes too low. Perhaps this also visualizes better the too
much nose up attitude of the aircraft (speed too low), when the
model itself is the reference mark of the angle of attack.
If it is known that 1/5 of a degree is easily estimated in
a head up display and that at the approach speeds, a 1° angle of
attack corresponds to about 5 knots, it is seen that its speed
can be maintained to within about 1 knot. In fact, the difficulty
for the pilot will be, not to obtain this useless _erformance,
but to convince himself that a deviation he believes important
is hardly detectable on theairspeed Indlcator_
As a result of the concluding tests, carried out by some /1040
Air France pilots in the N 262 of the Higher School of Aero- --_
I nautics, it was decided to modify two CSF 193 head up displaysto furnish the Velocity Vector information. The Caravelle was
already equipped with one, and another was intended to be installed
i in a Boeing 707.
i Two representations for the angle of attack reference markwere available, and it was possible to change from one to the _t
other in flight, by moving a switch and by turning the mirror ii
at the same time. The W was represented in this head up display,
in the form of a large dashed line operated on rollers.
Advantages of Velocity Vector and Results of this Series of
_, Experiments
The rate of climb indicator scale having become useless,
it was removed. Visualization of the flight path is actually
more important information and more directly useable than the
vertical rate of descent. The speed scale was saved, but a
_ switch permitted the pilot to extinguish it on request. All the
_ pilots very rapidly maintained approach speed by means of the
angle of attackj and they decided to extinguish the speed
scale. As to the representation of the angle of attack refer-
_. ence mark, the great majority chose the model shifted 402 ' to-
i ward the bottom, and that was for two reasons:
i_ The first was that, in an instrument approach, and so,
on the flight director, this being associated with the model by
definition, all _he necessary information for flight control
(flight director, model, location and glide deviation and velocity
vector) to maintain speed were grouped in the same area; this also
avoided a large visual scan, from which there was a reduction in
fatigue and greater speed in reading the information;
, The second was that this set of information, regrouped
around the velocity vector, also was on the end of the oath and,
thus, on the approach end of the runway; further, due to the
W, which was the prime information, aside from the horizon line,
7
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not only by superposition over the landscape, but associated with
and connected with the outside world, as it visualized a point of
touchdown on it, it also appeared that the pilot at the controls
then saw external reference points, the approach end of the.run-
way in this case, much sooner than before. The IMC-VMC transition
was found to be considerably easier.
Adoption of the velocity vector brings about another bene- /1041
ficial repercussion. While the preceding head up display was only
useable in a IMC approach, with a flight director, over terrain
equipped with ILS, this one was now used, although in a still
different manner, also in visual approaches.
In such an approach, once placed on a slope believed to be _0
good at first, in the absence of sufficiently precise vertical in-
formation, the pilot easily keeps it there, by setting the W on
the approach end of the runway• at least in still air. If there, i_
is a headwind, the VV must theoretically be raised by an angle
6=7 [iLlegible symbols Vwind/Vaircraft (7_3°), to maintain a
constant ground flight path V.
In _actice, at the start of the approach, it only requires
seein_ ittle further than the chosen touchdown point at the i_
end o_ _h_ approach. At most, if no correction was made, the
flight _. n described would end at the touchdown point seen,
all the same, but it would be slightly curved vertically. If 2
the slope scale is exact (vertical inertia), the pilot can verify i
at any time that the approach end of the runway is seen at a
good slope and possibly apply the necessary correction, by using _
the VV as a slope director.
All pilots have appreciated the assistance to flight control
which this flight path information has contributed i a visual
approach, and there is positive agreement on it. All have rapidly
adapted to its use, for it is instinctive. Accordingly, it is
_ easier and more accurate to maintain the slope in approaching
_ the runway and, in the final approach, it is possible to see a very
exact point of the approach end of the runway. Not only are the
i risks of too short or too long a landing avoided, but the spread
of touchdowns is considerably decreased. Measures taken in a
large number of landings made by day and night, by a Mirage III
_ equipped with a small head up display having VV information, has
_ demonstrated astonishing results.
_i Landing
Moreover, accordingly, the touchdown is more exact than
the landing itself, which hitherto depended on the art of flight
control, can be executed by a sure and repetitive technique. At
a precise time signal (30 feet for the Caravelle), provided by radio-
altimeter which is shown in the CSF 193 by lighting of the blue
signal lamp, the pilot raises the VV, so as to see 300, 400 m
8
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ahead. The touchdown Is full wSthout being hard. For /!l!.!_
each type of equipment, it is only necessary to find the optimum
height at _ which the flare out has to be started and the amount
(distance or angular) by which the W has to be raised, to ob-tain a perfect landing, always under the same conditions. It
must be noted that the effect of the ground involves a modification
of the flow around the aircraft, which explains why the W must
not be raised to the horizontal, but generally to the order
of 0.5 to 1@ below.
Wind Gradient
The wind gradient, which is expressed by a rapid decrease
in the speed of the aircraft with respect to the air, is immedi-
ately evident in the head up display, by means of the VV. Without
action on the controls, the pilot sees the VV recticule displace i
toward him in front of the approach end of the runway, which shows
well the downward sag of the path, as a result of loss of lift• {
By immediate and instinctive action on the controls, the pilot _E
replaces the Vv on the point of the approach end of the runway
which was seen initially. At th_ same time, he increases power,
i to restore the angle of incidence, which had increased, to itsinitial value These two actions are executed by r_flex, without
any loss of time.For all th reasons we have Just seen, the addition of the
W was a decisive improvement in the use of the CSF 193 head up
display, to the point that the divided opinions at the start of
i he series of experiments on the first head up display have beenbrought together in favor of this new installation.
C
To be sure, the space occupied was not reduced and the front
of the head up display is always located very close to the pilot's
head. The criticisms on this subject have been much more numerous
for the Boeing 707, in which the head up display also was installed.
i Beyond a doubt, the fact that the time and frequency of use in
approach is very low, compared to the time during which it is
_ an inconvenience during long stages must be seen thereF
But, despite the inconvenience and limitations of such a
head up display, the technical record was favorable, and it
decided in favor of its installation aboard the Caravelle and
B 707, in view of the reduction of the minima in category II
i during manual flight control.
! Is this to say that such a device has its place in future /1043
instrumentation? Certainly not, as it is presently defined,
which only corresponds to a trams'tory phase.
Moreover, undoubtedly, becat.,_ this equipment does not seem
to be an outcome in this process, the favorable results of the _:
experiments h_ve remained ineffective• i
9
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Another line of head up displays is already coming to light.
These are head up displays, in which there is no longer either a
flight director, or radio deviations or vertical speed or altitude
scales, etc .... , but a clear, intuitive, symbolic representation.
CV 91 and TC 121
These two head up displays, built by Thomson-CSF, under STA
instructions, are an illustration of what is meant by a new gen- i
eration of displays. Althought their technology is very different,
because the first is made up of slaved galvanometers, while the
second is made up of a cathode ray tube, their basic principle is
identical. Both of them display the air VV and the total angle
of descent, sometimes wrongly called the potential angle of de-
scent.
Total An_le of Descent
The total angle of descent, o_tained by means of acceler-
ometers oriented along the axis of the VV, indicates accelerations
(positive or negative) along th_s vector.
A total angle of descent equal to the angle of descent, i.e.,
the two corresponding reticules aligned, indicates a stabilized
speed. The "total angle of descent" reticule above that of the
VV indicates that the aircraft is accelerated and the inverse,
when _t is below.
I This balance of the thrust and drag forces along the pathis thus represented in a ve y simple m nner, and it permits the
i pilots an easy selection of the n_cessary thrust to maintain hisspeed.
On the other hand, for the available thrust, in a given
i configuration and speed, the total angle of descent directly in-
dicates to the pilot the slope he can take, without losing speed.
i Here again, the necessity of accurate vertical information,under penalty of erroneous results, m st be no ed. I fact,
i the vertical error does not only affect the angle of descent, butthe total angle of descent as well, while the VV data is independ-
! ent of it.
Moreover, the Nord 262 of the Higher School of Aviation, /1044
with which these tests were carried out, has Just recently been
_ equipped with an inertial system. Thu_ the experiments will be
i able to be carried out under better conditions. In fact, to take
every possible advantage of the head up displays, sensitivity and
i precision they permit, it is necessary that the vertical informa-
tion be at least as accurate as that furnisl.ed by the incidence
sensor, with a precision on the order of I/i0 °.
I0
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¥% The CV 91 is a simple visualization of the VV and total
_/ angle of descent data. Its reduced dimensions permit its in-
_ stallation within _he thickness of s louver. A series of ex-
i eriments in an Air France Boeing 747 should begin during this
year.
But, while this head up display is intended to make visual
approaches easy and can only be used when the natural horizon
_ and the runway are visible, the TC 121 is designed to permit IMC
approaches.
_ Besides the data of the preceding one, it actually presents _
an artificial horizon and a runway image produced from the ILS.
_ The trapezoidal pattern of the fictitious runway is superimposed
on the actual runway in unlimited visibility, and it undergoes
the same deformations as it in the case of misaiignme_, and it
increases in size when the aircraft approaches the gro_..d. At i
50 feet, the approach end of the runway disappears, simulating
clearance of the approach end and preparing for the flare out
signal. The pilot then closes in the horizon W, by following
the angle of descent designator, which, initially preset to the
i approach angle of descent, is automatically positioned at the
optimum flare out value (here, 0.8°).
_ if external visual references appear at a given moment, the
pilot has no difficulty in going through the sighting unit informa-
tion to these, since they are blended and since the m,_ntal process
of flight control is the same in using one or the other. There
is no longer two forms of flight control (instrument flight control,
i visual flight control), but a single one in every case and the same
_ight control loop as the instinctive reflex of visual flight con-
trol.
This process ho_ds true in such a manner that, above all, in
the last 200 or 300 feet of the approach, the pilot no longer asks
himself if the runway towards which he is heading is the actual
runway or the fictitious runway. He only makes the small correc-
tions which finally permit him to put the nose wheel on the dashed
lines of the axial line (dashed lines of unequal length, which /1045 1
give the impression of a perspective view). This same axial --_
line permits him to remain aligned during the landing roll,
whether during _ "touch and go" or a complete landing.
This equipment certainly is not yet operational. It lacks
i the required redundancy, failure detector circuits, etc., as well
as a shape, bettor adapted to an aircraft cocEpit. Above all, ic
has to permit all weather landings in zero-zero condltions_ another
_ source of guidance independent of the ILS. The cathode ray tube
now is ready, w_thout modification, to r_ceive any additional in-
formation, such as that from a ILM provided by an onboard radar.
Tests of an onboard radar interrogating three semipassive beacons
which mark off the runway are now underway in Bretigny, and they
appear to be verj encouraging.
ll
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%For the moment, a new flight control principle has proved
itself. A new head up flight control instrument putting it into <
practice has shown that blind landings or landings, even with
actual visibility less than 50 meters (under GCA control) are
easily executed. It appears that it now is opening the way which,
while simultaneously satisfying the electronics experts and the
pilots, will finally permit realization of a performance that auto-
matic pilots alone have been unable to realize, an all weather
landing.
Only this head up flight control d_vice has the performance
which permits the pilot to keep responsibility for control of the
aircraft to the ground and, at the same time, to satisfy his
psychological need to look to the outside, where touch down will
occur at the critical moment of the landing. Besides, it gives
the decisive advantage of being capable of being used, following
the same method of flight control during all approaches and, thus,
of providing the pilot the possibility of maintaining indispensable
training and the necessary level of confidence to execute zero
visibility Dproaches and landings.
This is exactly the concern American airline pilots had
during their 20 July 1970 meeting in San Francisco, when it was
written that "unless a poor visibility landing system can be used
for routine landings under visible flight rules, no pilot will
accumulate the experience and level of confidence sufficient to /1046
utilize it (perhaps once a month or even per year), when there
ac_ually is a need for it. It is impossible to acquire and main-
tain the necessary mastery, by making some blind approaches during
periodic training sessions, and no pilot will accept making landings
in flight and under good conditions, under artiflcially reduced
visibility, to maintain his level. In addi%ion, however excellent
the data display might be, pilots will not be able to keep their
eyes fixed on the instrument panel during the last feet of an
approach."
An all weather landing requires a certain level of development,
simultaneously of the ground equipment and aircraft equipment.
The infrastructure has made progress in numerous areas. A
second means of guidance independent of the !LS remains to be
determined.
Concerning the onboard equipment, only the automatic pilots,
several years ago, had reached an adequate level of performance.
In contrast, instrumentation has been greatly delayed. It
has hardly evolved since the first days of aviation, and it no
longer allows the pilot, below certain minima, to effectively
control the progress of an automatic approach and possibly to
resume the controls or to execute it manually.
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A new impetus has been given. The necessary effort to
succeed rapidly remains to be made.
r
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